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#IndustrialInternet
The Dreams, The Realization

• How 12 hours became 17 hours
• Sure!
The Machine, The Mind

- Making it Alive
- Breaking the Limits
- Data is all around us
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- Need to live
- If you're not developing, you're dead
- Roller bag handles, The crazies
- Glass Ceilings
The Filter, The Matchmaker

- Mission Possible
- 2 Steps Ahead
- MBWA
- Sell the Business Case, then the Concept
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The Bus, The Analytics

- Build a Bus, not a Silo
- Protect the Bus Control
- Let the experts talk directly
- Create Channels, not User Groups
The Unfinished, The Innovator

- Flexible Reports vs Dashboards
- New Applications
- Have fun !!!
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Northern Region

Daily Widget Demand
0-0.5: Low
0.6-1: Medium
1.1-1.5: High

Daily Widget Production
0-0.5: Low
0.6-1: Medium
1.1-1.5: High

Daily Widget Outlook
58% increase
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